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INSTRUCTION
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Yamaha XSR 700 2016+ SH-XSR
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Speedometer Holder 
with Headlight Cover
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You are advised to read the instructions carefully, before you proceed to any changes. 
Any modifications on your motorcycle should be performed by specialized personnel,

however the installation process of this product is quite easy if you follow the instructions below. 

1 X Plastic cover 
1 X metal support (base for instrument L-SPEED-XSR)

1 X metal cover for handlebars (L-HBAR-XSR)

2 Χ hexagonal adaptors Μ6Χ10Χ20 (RLG-XSR)

2 Χ screws Μ5Χ15 (allen-round head-washer) 
2 Χ screws Μ6Χ15 (allen-round head-washer) 
2 Χ washers Μ5Χ12 
3 Χ rubbers 9Χ18Χ8 
3 Χ rubbers 9Χ18Χ3 

Undo and remove the metal cover above 
the front light. 
(this is where you will place the speedometer) 

 Remove the speedometer 
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Make sure the engine switch is in the 
 position. OFF

Remove the connector from the speedometer 
extra carefully as shown in the photo. 

Undo first the left hand plate (both screws) which holds the headlight in place, 
and then unscrew the two side screws at the base of the headlight. 

Be careful as the headlight may drop. 

Both the headlight and its base are now free 
as you see in the photo. 

We do this so we can change the position 
of the cable that is connected to 
the speedometer. 

Slide through the cable with connector of the speedometer as you see in the above pictures, 
and replace the headlight and its base in its place – screw tight. 
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Remove the three screws located on the 
back of the speedometer and remove 
its base plate. 

Place the rubbers as ashown in the photo. 

Place the round rubbers under the speedometer 
and screw in place its base plate using the 
old screws. 

Put the connector back in its place.
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And then the cover that covers the connector. 

Screw the speedometer in place using the 
Μ5Χ15 screws 
(at the spot where you removed the metal cover). 

Place the new cover on the handlebar in the 
old position of the speedometer using the 
Μ6Χ15 screws. 

Remove the side screws that hold the 
headlight in place. 
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For any further information please do not hesitate to contact us: Tel.: +30 2108075387 Email: 
The product is for race use only

  info@c-racer.com
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Remove the old coil that is inside the headlight 
and replace it with the new one. 
You may perform that on both sides. 

Then place the headlight in position 
without putting the screws. 

Place the new cover between the headlight 
and the speedometer–in order to place it 
correctly hold it as shown in the photo while 
keeping an opening on both sides of 
about 5mm. 

Push it downwards so that it goes through the 
headlight and its base plate. 
Screw the side screws on that hold the 
headlight in place. 
ΝΟΤΕ: If the headlight screw is loose use a pair 
of tongs to hold it in place underneath so that 
you may tighten it more easily. 

The end result should appear as in the photo. Thank you for choosing one of our products. 
You may watch the installation video at the following link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G9bCQ4VOVFw  


